THE PSYCHO-ANALYTIC STUDY OF THE FAMILY
by being brought into contact with what the boy regards as
dishonourable, lewd or filthy *.
Prostitution (2) At a later stage of development the original dissociation
thus reinforced is frequently still further strengthened by the
association (in thought or deed or both) of sexual practices
with prostitutes— a class, of women whom the youth is himself
prepared to condemn because of the already existing connection
in his mind between inferiority and sex, and as regards whose
condemnation from the moral point of view he, as a rule, finds
ample corroboration in the opinions expressed or implied by
those around him.
Effect of the
dissociation on
mar
The moral degradation of the sexual object thus receives
-^ £-na^ confirmation, and when later in marriage the young
man endeavours to unite esteem and tenderness with sexual
passion, he may find that the dissociation between these
elements of love has grown too wide and fundamental to be
overcome, so that one or other of these requisites of a com-
plete and happy married life has necessarily to be sacrificed.
As a result of this, a man may marry a woman whom he is
prepared indeed to cherish, honour and esteem, but towards
whom (for this very reason) he feels himself but little attracted
in a purely sexual sense; in which case he will often be
tempted after a while to seek a more complete degree of
sexual satisfaction elsewhere. Or else, should the directly sexual
trends prevail, he may select a partner who is inferior to him
in some important intellectual, moral or social respect, thus
paving the way for a married life in which many of his more
sublimated tendencies, desires and aspirations are doomed to
suffer permanent lack of gratification2.
The liability	There can be little doubt that women are, on the whole,
oire^ondijig ^ess liable to suffer from this kind of dissociation than are men.
dissociation   With women the directly sexual elements of love are more
frequently aroused together with  the elements of tenderness
and esteem,   than is the case with men.   Thus many women
1 Indeed  it frequently happens that a boy will call up the image of
some girl whom he sincerely loves in order that he may the better resist
the temptation to practise masturbation.
J For an interesting and suggestive study of the influence of a high
degree of this dissociation upon married life and upon the general attitude
towards questions of sex and of morality, the reader is referred to J. D.
Beresford's novel "God's Counterpoint".

